
TRUSTED TO 
PROTECT LIVES

MK42T  
AIRCREW LIFE PRESERVER

Fast jet torso harness compatible

BENEFITS:

  Torso harness compatible – for use with PCU-15A/P and  
 PCU-16A/P on Martin Baker and Collins Aerospace            
 ejection seats

  Single and twin chamber flotation – automatically inflated  
 chambers and self-righting within five seconds

  Modular pockets allowing mission specific equipment and  
 emergency beacon stowage

  Wide range of sizes
  Flame retardant and abrasion resistant for additional   

 protection in emergency situations
  Integrated lifting beckets for winch recovery
  Mounting facilities – provision for oxy terminal blocks   

 including CRU-60/P, CRU-94/P or CRU-120/P

Our MK42T fast jet flight jacket is fully compatible with Martin Baker and Collins 
ejection seats, utilising the PCU-15A/P and 16A/P torso harness. It is designed and qualified 
for front line and training aircraft use to offer exceptional levels of protection.

   Setting the standard for in-water 
performance and survivability   
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MK42T AIRCREW LIFE PRESERVER

TECHNICAL DATA
LIFE PRESERVER

Buoyancy Single Chamber    200N Minimum requirement 180n

Buoyancy Twin Chamber 350N Minimum 275n

Inflation Mechanism
Automatic inflation including 40g 
cylinder and inflation mechanism for 
each chamber

CO2 Cylinder Carbon Dioxide. 40g, disposable

Colours Sage Green, Tan

Size Four sizes available

Materials Aramid Fabric

Part Numbers 1012466,1012467,1012468,1012469
1017003,1017004,1017005,1017006

Waistcoat attachment fastening 
sliders for easy attachment/
detachment of the life preserver

Removable stole for over
land operations

Stole attachment points lowered to 
improve stole performance

Modular pockets for mission
customisation

Attachable/detachable crotch strap
with comfort pad to suit specific role 
requirements

Quick burst zipper for packing and 
extraction ease

ANCILLARY ITEMS: 

CROTCH STRAP: -      SAGE 1014906           TAN - 1014876
COMFORT PAD: -        SAGE 1012457           TAN - 1017002
CRU PLATE ASSY: -    SAGE 1013854           TAN - 1013856 

Waist adjustment system to ensure 
the perfect fit

Lifting beckets for efficient in water 
retrieval and assistance

Shorter construction to eliminate 
pocket interference with the thighs

Lighter fabric to reduce mass and 
thermal burden

Sliding fastener pull tab for easy and 
quick donning/doffing


